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Example:
Personal
Mobility in
Switzerland

Enabled by:
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Private Equity &
Venture Capital

Public Procurement

Infrastructure
Finance

Insurance
Solutions

Philanthropy

Carbon
Credits

Public
Research

Grants

Subsidies,
Taxes

Advanced Market Commitments &
Supply Chain FinanceExample:

Personal
Mobility in
Switzerland

Public Sector Entities

Private-Sector Capital Providers

Foundations

Corporations

Other



What is systemic investing?

applying systems thinking to
funding systems transformation

it’s about
method

it’s about
all capitals

it’s about
complex societal

challenges

it’s about a particular
quality of change



Key concepts of systemic investing
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Transformative
Intent Setting

Systems
Analysis

NestingStrategic
Investment
Portfolios

Learning &
Sensemaking

Leverage
Points

Systemic
Impact

Measurement

Funding
Architecture

Combinatorial
Effects

Investment
Program

Design

System
Boundaries

Theory of
Change





State of the Field
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Strategic Capital Intermediation
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National Center of Competence for Funding
Systems Transformation

• Translates political visions into theories of change and 
intervention programs based on rigorous systems analysis

• Develops funding architecture by identifying "anatomy" and 
quantitative framework and mapping existing financial flows

• Mobilizes and coordinates funder coalitions from across public 
sector (all levels of government), private sector, and philanthropy

• Supports design, simulation, structuring, capitalization, and 
management of funding programs and their sub-components

• Orchestrates systemic learning and impact measurement 
infrastructure to track changes in target system and generate 
insights for informing follow-on investment

Many systems need a 
coordination mechanism to 
strategically orchestrate 
different kinds of capital 
from different sources under 
a shared theory of change.



TransCap Initiative
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prototyping

research field
building

developing and validating the
conceptual underpinnings

of systemic investing

putting the theory into practice
by influencing capital deployment

in the real world

nurturing a global
community of practice

along the entire
financial value chain

Incubated by:



Our Partners
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prototyping

research field
building



Resources

 read our white paper to delve deeper 
into systemic investing

 a comprehensive primer on systemic 
investing published in SSIR

 a concise primer on systemic investing with 
definitions and key concepts

May 26-28, 2024

Training program for
wealth owners , family
office  s ta ff, and
founda tion executives
in Os lo, ahead of
Katapult Future  Fes t

https://transformation.capital/assets/uploads/Transformation-Capital-Systemic-Investing-for-Sustainability-1-1_2021-06-25-114435.pdf
https://ssir.org/articles/entry/systemic_investing_for_social_change
https://dhofstetter.medium.com/8783be368ca3?source=friends_link&sk=0ad5f41f2d8c558b62bd0939fdbd49e7


www.transformation.capital

dh@transformation.capital
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